Terms & Conditions
We ask that our guests follow the Terms & Conditions set out below to ensure that everyone has a safe and
enjoyable stay with us.
Pitches
ON ARRIVAL Please call at reception on arrival, pitches are available after 2pm and are to be vacated by 12
noon.

PITCH DETAILS One Caravan, Motorhome or Tent per pitch with the exception of a pup tent (maximum 2
berth). The electric hook-up supply is 10amp/2000watts. NO CAMPFIRES please but barbecues and firepits
are permitted provided you protect the ground below. NO NOISE after 10.30pm

VEHICLES AND SPEED

The Speed Limit on the Park is 5mph (equivalent to Walking Pace please)

Our guests’ safety is paramount. The Park is a pedestrian area and they have right of way.
Please note that we do not accept Commercial Vehicles or sign written vehicles.

GROUPS

We only accept groups & parties of 3 or more units by prior arrangement. No single sex groups.

DOGS Please keep your dog tethered on a short lead at all times, even at your pitch. Please clean up after
your dog and use the bin in the Dogwalk. Do not leave dogs unattended in your unit at any time. Max 2
dogs

AWNINGS/ANNEXE ADDITIONS, PUP TENTS, UTILITY TENTS etc Breathable groundsheets only with no
mats on top please. Please also advise us before arrival if you have a campervan with an awning that
attaches to the rear of the unit as we have limited pitches that are suitable. Pegs must be no longer than
12”/ 30cm due to underlying electric cables and water pipes. Motorhome/Campervan awnings must be
purpose built ie, not tents. Pup tents must be pre-booked and no bigger than two berth for the use of
members of the same family unit. No additional Utility/Cooking/Event tents or units permitted without prior
agreement. Gazebos by arrangement.

TENTS The tenting area offers two generous sized pitches. Large Pitches take tents with a max width of 8
metres, to include ropes & outside “living area”, with an additional car parking space adjacent to the tent.
Between each pitch is a clearly marked “fire gap” so that your personal space and safety is not
compromised. Superpitches are for extra large tents or those who would like more space and privacy. Most
of these pitches are individually fenced off. It is imperative that you book the correct size pitch for your tent
to avoid disappointment.

VISITORS

Day visitors are permitted on your pitch.

We reserve the right to ask guests who contravene these conditions or in any other way are behaving in a
manner likely to cause distress or nuisance to other visitors, to leave the Park immediately.

